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1. Introduction
Let F be a scalar function, deﬁned and analytic on a non-empty open subset of the complex plane
C containing the closure of a bounded Cauchy domain . Denote the positively oriented boundary of
 by ∂, and suppose F(λ) /= 0 for all λ ∈ ∂. Then the contour integral
1
2π i
∫
∂
F ′(λ)
F(λ)
dλ
is equal to the number of zeros of F in  (multiplicities counted). In particular,
1
2π i
∫
∂
F ′(λ)
F(λ)
dλ = 0
if and only if F(λ) /= 0 for each λ ∈ .
Assume now that F , instead of being a scalar function, takes its values in a given unital com-
plex Banach algebra B, and replace the condition F(λ) /= 0, λ ∈ ∂ by the assumption that F(λ) is an
invertible element ofB for all λ ∈ ∂. Then the contour integral
1
2π i
∫
∂
F ′(λ)F(λ)−1 dλ (1)
is a well-deﬁned element of B called the (left) logarithmic residue of F with respect to . If F(λ) is
invertible for all λ ∈ , then this logarithmic residue vanishes by Cauchy’s theorem. The question is
now: does
1
2π i
∫
∂
F ′(λ)F(λ)−1 dλ = 0 (2)
imply that F(λ) is invertible for all λ ∈ ?Anexample in [4] shows that the answer is generally negative.
There are important cases, however, where it is positive.
One such case is concerned with spectral theory. Suppose F has the form F(λ) = λe − t where e is
the unit element inB and with t ∈B having no spectrum on ∂. Then (1) becomes
1
2π i
∫
∂
(λe − t)−1 dλ (3)
which is the spectral idempotent of t associated with the Cauchy domain . It is a standard fact from
spectral theory that this idempotent is zero if and only if t has no spectrum inside. Thus (3) vanishes
if and only if λe − t is invertible for each λ ∈ . For an extension of this result to the case of a general
linear pencil F(λ) = λs − t with s not necessarily the unit element, see [26].
Returning to the general situation, we ﬁrst introduce some terminology. We say that the analytic
B-valued function F is spectrally regular if whenever is a Cauchy domain for which (1) makes sense,
the identity (2) implies that F(λ) is invertible for all λ ∈ . As we saw in the previous paragraph,
a sufﬁcient condition for this to happen is that F be a linear pencil. Other sufﬁcient conditions are
known. Let us brieﬂy discuss the main ones.
The ﬁrst is the casewhen the values of the function F commutewith one another. This situation has
beenconsidered in [2]. Theargumentgiven there involves a (straightforward) reduction to the situation
whereB is a commutative Banach algebra (by passing to a subalgebra) and then uses standard Gelfand
theory. Employing non-commutative Gelfand theory involving multiplicative matrix representations
instead of multiplicative functionals (cf., [19], Chapters IV, VI and VII in particular), generalizations
have been obtained in [4]. For instance, if B is a polynomial identity algebra in the sense of [1] and
Chapter VI in [19], then every analyticB-valued function is spectrally regular.
Another sufﬁcient condition for being spectrally regular is that the function F be Fredholmoperator
valued.HereB is supposed tobeL(X), theBanachalgebraof all bounded linearoperatorsonacomplex
Banach space X . One way to arrive at the result in question relies onmaterial from [17], also presented
in [15], Chapter XI. Indeed, in the Fredholm case the contour integral (1) yields a ﬁnite rank operator
and the trace of this operator is equal to the sum of the algebraic multiplicities of the points λ in 
where F(λ) is not invertible. Hence if (1) vanishes, no such points exist.
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There is an alternative argument which avoids the use of algebraic multiplicities. It is given in [7]
and involves the extraction of elementary factors. Indeed, if the function F is Fredholm operator valued
it can be written in the form
F(λ) = (IX − P1 + (λ − α1) P1) · · · (IX − Pk + (λ − αk)Pk)G(λ)
with P1, . . . , Pk ﬁnite rank projections on X , α1, . . . ,αk in  and G(λ) invertible for all λ ∈ . The trace
of (1) can now can be expressed in those of the projections P1, . . . , Pk; in fact
trace
(
1
2π i
∫
∂
F ′(λ)F(λ)−1dλ
)
=
k∑
j=1
trace Pj =
k∑
j=1
dim Pj.
Hence if (2) is satisﬁed, all idempotents Pj vanish, and it follows that F(λ) = G(λ) is invertible for all
λ ∈ .
The line of establishing sufﬁcient conditions for regular spectral behavior with the help of general-
izedGelfand theory is furtherpursued in [10]. Thepresentpaper is devoted toa systematicdiscussionof
the approach via trace arguments and the extraction of elementary factors of the form e − p + (λ − α)p
with p an idempotent in the given Banach algebraB.
Apart from the introduction (Section 1) and the list of references, the paper consists of ﬁve sections.
Section 2 starts with some basic observations on elementary functions, includingmaterial on com-
mutativity properties and on spectral properties of elementary polynomials, i.e., products of elemen-
tary functions. The second part of the section deals with plain functions. These are functions that
are analytically equivalent in the sense of [16] with an elementary polynomial. Relevant examples
are analytic Banach algebra valued functions possessing a simply meromorphic resolvent (see [8])
and Fredholm operator valued functions (cf., [4,6,7]). The functions featuring in [14] are plain too.
Theorem 2.6 gives a sufﬁcient condition for a function to be plain. The crux lies here in the availabil-
ity of a sufﬁcient supply of idempotents. This qualitative statement is formalized in the notion of a
J-annihilating family of idempotents for the commuting zero divisors in a Banach algebra. HereJ
is a given (possibly non-closed) two-sided ideal. Several examples related to Theorem 2.6 are given in
Section 3. An instance of a non-plain function in a commutative setting is presented there too.
Section 4 startswith preliminarymaterial on logarithmic residues. It also gives references pertinent
to the history of the topic. The second part of the section is concerned with logarithmic residues of
plain functions. In [4–9], several instances have been given where logarithmic residues are sums of
idempotents, but also situations have been identiﬁed where they do not even belong to the closed
algebra generated by the idempotents. The plain functions considered here occupy an intermediate
position: their logarithmic residues turn out to be linear combinations of monomials in idempotents
with integer coefﬁcients. Using this it is proved in Section 5 that the plain functions are spectrally
regular whenever the underlying Banach algebra satisﬁes an additional trace condition. The claim
that in this way a new class of spectrally regular functions has been identiﬁed is made solid with an
example.
Section 6 ends the paper with a discussion of a long standing open problem concerning the rela-
tionship between regular spectral behavior on the one hand and zero sums of idempotents on the
other.
One ﬁnal remark to close the introduction. The expression (1) deﬁnes the left logarithmic residue of
the function F with respect to the Cauchy domain. There is also a right version obtained by replacing
the left logarithmic derivative F ′(λ)F(λ)−1 by the right logarithmic derivative F(λ)−1F ′(λ). Accordingly
one can make a distinction between regular left spectral behavior and regular right spectral behavior.
For all results obtained in this paper, the left and right versions are analogous to one another. Therefore
we will sometimes drop the qualiﬁers left and right altogether.
2. Plain functions
As beforeB stands for a unital Banach algebra. The unit element inBwill be denoted by e. When
F is a function with values inB, the resolvent of F is the function F−1 given by the expression F−1(λ) =
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F(λ)−1. It is deﬁned on the resolvent set of F , that is the set of all λ in the domain of F for which F(λ) is
an invertible element inB. If the resolvent set of F is non-empty and F is analytic, then so is F−1.
Given a non-zero idempotent p in B and a complex number α, let Ep,α be the (entire) function
deﬁned by
Ep,α(λ) = e − p + (λ − α)p, λ ∈ C.
Such functions will be called elementary. More precisely, we will say that Ep,α is an elementary function
based at α. If p is the unit element element in B, then Ep,α(λ) is equal to (λ − α)e, so multiplication
with Ep,α comes down to multiplication with the scalar function λ − α. Finally, Ep,α(λ) is invertible if
and only if λ /= α and
Ep,α(λ)
−1 = e − p + 1
(λ − α)p = Ep,α
(
α + 1
λ − α
)
, λ ∈ C, λ /= α.
So the resolvent set of Ep,α is C\{α} and the resolvent E−1p,α of Ep,α has a simple pole (that is a pole of
order one) at α.
The following two lemmas show that elementary functions have certain commutativity properties.
Lemma 2.1. Let  be a non-empty open subset of C, let G : → B be analytic, let p ∈B be a non-zero
idempotent and let α ∈ . Suppose G takes invertible values on all of . Then there exist an idempotent q
similar to p and an analytic function H : →B such that H takes invertible values on all of  and
Ep,α(λ)G(λ) = H(λ)Eq,α(λ), λ ∈ . (4)
Of course there is another version of the result in which one starts with a function H and an
idempotent q, and comes up with a function G and an idempotent p such that (4) holds. The lemma
features as Remark 4.1 in [8] but for the convenience of the reader we present it with proof.
Proof. For qwe take G(α)−1pG(α) which is clearly an idempotent similar to p. Now introduce
H(λ) =
{
Ep,α(λ)G(λ)E
−1
q,α(λ), λ ∈ , λ /= α,
G(α) + (e − p)G′(α)G(α)−1pG(α), λ = α.
Then H is analytic on \{α} and takes invertible values there. Also H(λ) → H(α) when λ → α, so
H is analytic on all of . One veriﬁes without difﬁculty that H(α) is invertible with inverse H(α)−1 =
G(α)−1 − G(α)−1(e − p)G′(α)G(α)−1p. For values of λ different from α, the identity (4) is obvious from
the definition of H(λ). For λ = α it follows by continuity, but a direct computation using the definition
of H(α) works too. 
Next we look at a situation involving two elementary functions based at different points.
Lemma 2.2. Let p and q be non-zero idempotents inB, and let α and β be different points inC. Then there
exist idempotents pˆ, qˆ ∈B and an entire function G : C →B such that pˆ is similar to p, qˆ is similar to q,
the function G takes invertible values on all of C and
Ep,α(λ)Eq,β(λ) = Eqˆ,β(λ)Epˆ,α(λ)G(λ), λ ∈ C. (5)
Combining thiswith Lemma 2.1, one sees that there is an analogous result whereG is the ﬁrst factor
in the right hand side of (5) or G is in the middle between the elementary functions Eqˆ,β and Epˆ,α .
Proof. Put qˆ = Ep,α(β)qE−1p,α(β), noting that the invertibility of Ep,α(β) is guaranteed by the assumption
α /= β. Clearly, qˆ is an idempotent similar to q. Further, let pˆ be given by
pˆ = E−1
qˆ,β
(α)
(
p + 1
α − β (e − p)qp
)
Eqˆ,β(α).
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This expression can be rewritten as
pˆ = E−1
qˆ,β
(α)
(
e + 1
α − β (e − p)qp
)
p
(
e + 1
β − α (e − p)qp
)
Eqˆ,β(α)
= E−1
qˆ,β
(α)
(
e + 1
β − α (e − p)qp
)−1
p
(
e + 1
β − α (e − p)qp
)
Eqˆ,β(α),
and we see that pˆ is an idempotent similar to p. Deﬁne G : C →B by
G(λ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
E−1
pˆ,α
(λ)E−1
qˆ,β
(λ)Ep,α(λ)Eq,β(λ), λ /= α,β,
E−1
pˆ,α
(β)Ep,α(β)
(
e + 1
β−α qp(e − q)
)
, λ = β,
E−1
qˆ,β
(α)
(
e + 1
α−β (e − p)qp
) (
e + 1
β−α pqˆ(e − p)
)
Eq,β(α), λ = α.
Then G is analytic. The (rather tedious) detailed veriﬁcation of this (by considering the Laurent expan-
sions of G at β and α) are omitted. Evidently G takes invertible values on C\{α,β} and it is easily seen
that G(α) and G(β) are invertible too. We ﬁnish the proof by noting that (c) is satisﬁed. 
We proceed by considering products of elementary functions. Such products will be called elemen-
tary polynomials. Thus P is an elementary polynomial if it admits a representation
P(λ) =
n∏
k=1
Epk ,αk (λ) (6)
with α1, . . . ,αn points inC (not necessarily distinct) and p1, . . . , pn non-zero idempotents inB. To avoid
possible confusion: in products written in the -notation and involving possibly non-commuting
factors, the order of the factors corresponds to the order of the indices. So in (6), the ﬁrst factor is
Ep1,α1 (λ) and the last factor is Epn ,αn (λ):
P(λ) = Ep1,α1 (λ) · · · Epn ,αn (λ). (7)
To include the case n = 0, we adhere to the standard practice of letting an empty product (of elements
inB) be equal to the unit element inB.
Lemma 2.3. Let P be an elementary polynomial given by (7)with all the idempotents p1, . . . , pn non-zero.
Then P takes invertible values onC, except in the points α1, . . . ,αn where P takes non-invertible values and
the (meromorphic) resolvent P−1 has its poles.
Poles are always meant to have positive order.
Proof. For λ not one of the points α1, . . . ,αn, we have that P(λ) is invertible while
P(λ)−1 =
n∏
j=1
(
e − pn+1−j + 1
λ − αn+1−j
pn+1−j
)
.
Hence P−1 is analytic onC\{α1, . . . ,αn} andmeromorphic onC. Also, the poles of P−1 are clearly among
the points α1, . . . ,αn.
Let α be one of these points. We ﬁrst show that P(α) is not invertible. Suppose this is false. Then
(e − p1 + (α − α1)p1) · · · (e − pn + (α − αn)pn) (8)
is invertible. Let k be the smallest among the integers 1, . . . ,n such that α = αk . Then α − αj /= 0 for
j = 1, . . . , k − 1, and so
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(e − p1 + (α − α1)p1) · · · (e − pk−1 + (α − αk−1)pk−1),
being a product of invertible elements, is invertible. As (8) is assumed to be invertible, it follows that
the product p = (e − pk + (α − αk)pk) · · · (e − pn + (α − αn)pn) is invertible as well. The ﬁrst factor in
this product is actually equal to e − pk , hence pkp = 0. But then pk = 0, contradicting our assumptions
on the idempotents p1, . . . , pn.
Finally, suppose that P−1 does not have a pole (of positive order) at α, i.e., the principal part of the
Laurent expansion of P−1 at α vanishes. Then Pα = limλ→α P(λ)−1 exists and a continuity argument
gives P(α)Pα = e = PαP(α). But this is impossible since P(α) is not invertible. 
Next we turn to the main topic of this section: plain functions. Let  be a non-empty open subset
of the complex planeC and let F be aB-valued function which is analytic on. We say that F is plain
on  when F is analytically equivalent on  to an elementary polynomial. Here analytic equivalence
is taken in the sense of [16]; cf., [15], Chapter III. Thus F is plain on  if there exist a non-negative
integer n, complex numbers α1, . . . ,αn, non-zero idempotents p1, . . . , pn in B and analytic functions
G,H : →B, taking invertible values on all of , such that
F(λ) = G(λ)Ep1,α1 (λ) · · · Epn ,αn (λ)H(λ), λ ∈ . (9)
The case n = 0 corresponds to the situation where F takes invertible values on all of .
The following remark, based on the three lemmas presented above, will play an important role in
Sections 4 and 5 below.
Remark 2.4. First, let us consider the location of the points α1, . . . ,αn. An elementary function based
at a point outside takes invertible values on all of. Thus, applying Lemma 2.1, one can come to the
casewhere all elementary functions in the representation (9) are based at points of. Lemma 2.3 then
guarantees that F takes invertible values on  except in the points α1, . . . ,αn where the resolvent F−1
of F has poles. Note that in applying Lemma 2.1, the original idempotents (or at least some of them)
may have to be replaced by similar ones.
Second, it can be gleaned from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that the ordering of the points α1, . . . ,αn can be
changed at will. Here once more one has to allow for replacing (some of) the idempotents by similar
ones. The freedom in the ordering of the poles is reﬂected by Theorem 2.6 below.
Third and last, the expression (9) involves two-sided equivalence. However, on account of Lemma
2.1, one can do with the one sided left or right version where H or G is absent. As before, this may
call for replacing the idempotents p1, . . . , pn by similar ones. One-sided equivalence also appears in
Theorem 2.6.
Two classes of plain functions can be found in the literature. Let us brieﬂy describe them.
The ﬁrst class consists of the functions possessing a simply meromorphic resolvent. Lemma 3.2 in
[8] ensures that such functions are plain on each non-empty open subset ofCwhere they have a ﬁnite
number of poles.
The second class is concerned with analytic Fredholm operator functions (cf., [15], Chapter XI for
background material). These are also plain on appropriate domains. Here are some details. Let X be
a complex Banach space, let D be a non-empty open subset of C, and let F : D →L(X) be analytic
and Fredholm operator valued. The latter can be rephrased by stipulating that the values of F on D are
invertible modulo the (possibly non-closed) two-sided ideal of ﬁnite rank operators on X . Assume the
resolvent set {λ ∈ D|F(λ) is invertible} has a non-empty intersection with each connected component
of D. Then the spectrum of F , that is the set {λ ∈ D|F(λ) is not invertible}, is at most countable and has
no accumulation point in D. Now the Fredholm function F is plain on every open subset of D whose
intersection with the spectrum of F is a ﬁnite set. In particular, F is plain on each bounded open set
whose closure (in C) is contained in D. Also, the idempotents in representations for F of the type (9)
have ﬁnite rank, i.e., they belong to the ideal of ﬁnite rank operators on X . For proofs we refer to [1],
Section XI.8 in [15] and [7].
The Fredholm situation discussed above suggests that we reﬁne our terminology by taking into
account the presence of a (possibly non-closed) two-sided ideal in B. Let J be such an ideal. An
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element y fromB is said to beJ-invertible if there exist x and z inB such that both xy − e and yz − e
belong to J. Here, without loss of generality, x and z may be taken to be the same. Note that each
invertible element ofB isJ-invertible too. The product of twoJ-invertible elements isJ-invertible
as well. Also, the sum of an element fromJ and aJ-invertible element isJ-invertible again. Finally,
if u and y are elements inB, at least one of the products uy and yu belongs toJ and y isJ-invertible,
then u ∈J.
The following lemmawill be used in the proof of the next theorem. The choice for the origin as the
point under consideration is made for simplicity of notation. Any other point in the complex plane
will do of course.
Lemma 2.5. LetJ be a two-sided ideal inB and let F be aB-valued function, deﬁned and analytic on a
neighborhood of the origin. Suppose the resolvent F−1 of F has a pole at the origin. Then F(0) isJ-invertible
if and only if the coefﬁcients of the Laurent expansion of F−1 at the origin belong toJ.
In the case whenJ is closed, the argument is practically trivial (and an essential singularity at the
origin does just as well as a pole): simply pass through the quotient algebraB/J.
Proof. Suppose F(0) isJ-invertible and write
F(λ) =
∞∑
k=0
λkFk , F
−1(λ) =
∞∑
k=−m
λkGk
withm apositive integer. ThenG−mF0 = 0. Since F0 = F(0) isJ-invertible,wemayconclude thatG−m ∈
J. Assumenow thatG−m, . . . ,G−n are all inJ, wheren is one of the integers 2, . . . ,m. ClearlyG−n+1F0 +
G−nF1 + · · · + G−mF−n+m+1 = 0. But then G−n+1F0 = −(G−nF1 + · · · + G−mF−n+m+1) ∈J and again we
obtain G−n+1 ∈J, as desired. By (ﬁnite) induction this proves the only if part of the proposition.
The if part follows immediately from the two obvious identities G0F0 + G−1F1 + · · · + G−mF−m = e and
F0G0 + F1G−1 + · · · + F−mG−m = e, combined with the assumption G−1, . . . ,G−m ∈J. 
Now let be a non-empty subset of the complex plane. A function F : →Bwill be calledJ-plain
on if it admits a representation (9) with analytic functions G,H : →B taking invertible values on
all of ,α1, . . . ,αn ∈  and p1, . . . , pn non-zero idempotents in J. If F is J-plain on , then F takes
J-invertible values on . The converse is also true. In fact the following holds. Suppose F is plain on
 and has the representation (9) with analytic functions G,H : →B taking invertible values on all
of  and α1, . . . ,αn ∈ . Then p1, . . . , pn ∈J provided that F(λ) is J-invertible for each λ in . The
argument for this follows the path suggested by the proof of Lemma 2.3.
For the twoclasses of plain functionsdiscussedabove, theproofs that a representationof thedesired
type exists are based on the availability of a sufﬁcient supply of idempotents. Analysis of the arguments
involved leads to the following definition. As before letJ be a (possibly non-closed) two-sided ideal
inB, and letP be a (non-empty) family of idempotents inB. We say thatP isJ-annihilating for the
commuting zero divisors inB if for each (ordered) pair a, b of elements inB, withJ-invertible a and
ba = ab = 0 (hence b ∈J), there exist idempotents p and q inP such that
pa = b(e − p) = 0, aq = (e − q)b = 0.
Combining the J-invertibility of a with the identities pa = aq = 0, we see that p and q necessarily
belong to the idealJ. Thus, if the familyP isJ-annihilating for the commuting zero divisors inB,
then so isP ∩J. In other words, aJ-annihilating family for the commuting zero divisors inB (if it
exists) can always be taken to be a subset ofJ. The examples of annihilating families that wewill give
in the next section reﬂect this fact.
Theorem 2.6. LetJ be a two-sided ideal inB, letP be a family of idempotents inB, and assumeP is
J-annihilating for the commuting zero divisors inB. Let be a non-empty open subset ofC, let F : →B
be analytic and suppose F takes invertible values on  except for a ﬁnite number of points where F−1 has
a pole. Suppose, in addition, that the (non-invertible) values of F areJ-invertible. Then F isJ-plain on
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 and, given an ordering α1, . . . ,αn of the poles of F−1 in , there exist analytic functions G,H : →B,
taking invertible values on all of , such that
F(λ)=Ep1,α1 (λ) . . . Epn ,αn (λ)G(λ), λ ∈ ,
F(λ)=H(λ)Eq1,α1 (λ) . . . Eqn ,αn (λ), λ ∈ ,
with p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qn non-zero idempotents inP ∩J.
Proof. The proof goes by induction on n. For n = 0, the statement is trivially true, so we assume that
n is positive. Consider the situation at the point α1. Write
F−1(λ) =
∞∑
j=−m
(λ − α1)jFj
for the Laurent expansion of F−1 there. Here m is the order of α1 as a pole of F−1. Clearly F−mF(α1) =
F(α1)F−m = 0 and, by assumption, F(α1) isJ-invertible. Hence there exist idempotents p1, q1 ∈P ∩J
such that the following identities hold
p1F(α1) = F−m(e − p1) = 0, (e − q1)F−m = F(α1)q1 = 0.
Note that p1 and q1 are non-zero as the same is true for F−m. Introduce
F̂(λ) =
(
e − p1 + (λ − α1)−1p1
)
F(λ),
F˜(λ) = F(λ)
(
e − q1 + (λ − α1)−1q1
)
.
Then F̂ is analytic at α1 and we have pole reduction there in the sense that either F̂
−1 has a pole at
α1 of order m − 1 (when m 2), or the principal part of the Laurent expansion of F̂−1 at α1 vanishes
altogether (when m = 1), in which case F̂(α1) is invertible. Thus α2, . . . ,αn is an ordering of the poles
of F̂−1 in . At α1 the function F̂−1 has the expansion
F̂−1(λ) =
∞∑
j=−m+1
(λ − α1)j
(
Fj(e − p) + Fj−1p
)
,
with F−m, . . . , F−1 belonging toJ by the only if part of Lemma 2.5. The ideal property ofJ now gives
that the coefﬁcients of the principal part of the the Laurent expansion of F̂−1 at α1 belong toJ too.
But then the if part of Lemma 2.5 guarantees that F̂(α1) isJ-invertible. For α /= α1, we have that F̂(α)
isJ-invertible too, it being the product of aJ-invertible element, namely F(α), and an invertible one.
Thus F̂ is a function of the same type as F but with the sum of the pole orders reduced by one. The
same can be said about F˜ , and the conclusion of the theorem follows by induction. 
3. Examples
Webeginwith a simple instance of a non-plainmatrix valued function. Formore involved examples
in an inﬁnite-dimensional context, see [11].
Example 3.1. WriteTn for the (commutative) Banach subalgebra of C
n×n
consisting of all upper tri-
angular n × n Toeplitz matrices. Let F : C →Tn be given by F(λ) = λIn − Jn, where Jn is the n × n upper
triangular nilpotent Jordan block. Then F is entire and takes invertible values on all of C, except in the
origin where F−1 has a pole of order n. For n 2, the function F is not plain on any open subset of C
containing the origin. This follows readily from the fact that the only non-zero idempotent inTn is In,
the n × n identity matrix.
As examples of plain functions, we mentioned functions with a simply meromorphic resolvent
and Fredholm operator valued functions. The ﬁrst class does not ﬁt fully in the scheme of Theorem
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2.6 (although the proof of [8], Lemma 3.2 has elements in common with the argument given for the
theorem), the Fredholm functions do however. The latter is clear from our next example.
Example 3.2. LetB =L(X) be the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on a given complex
Banach space X . If T ∈L(X), the expressions Ker T and Im T stand for the null space and image of T ,
respectively. The identity operator on X will be denoted by I.
Take A,B ∈L(X), and assume that AB = BA = 0 or, equivalently,
Im A ⊆ Ker B. Im B ⊆ Ker A.
We are interested in (bounded linear) projections P and Q of X such that
PA = B(I − P) = 0, AQ = (I − Q )B = 0.
Since these identities can be rewritten as
Im A ⊆ Ker P ⊆ Ker B, Im B ⊆ Im Q ⊆ Ker A, (10)
such projections exist if and only if Im A ⊆ W ⊆ Ker B and Im B ⊆ Z ⊆ Ker A for some complemented
subspacesW and Z of X .
Now letF =F(X) be the (possibly non-closed) two-sided ideal of ﬁnite rank bounded linear oper-
ators on X . ThenF-invertibility amounts to Fredholmness. Assume A is Fredholm and (consequently)
B has ﬁnite rank. Thus Ker A and Im B have ﬁnite dimension, Im A and Ker B have ﬁnite codimension
in X while, in addition, these subspaces are closed. Hence there exist ﬁnite rank projections P and
Q satisfying (10). It follows that the family of ﬁnite rank projections on X isF-annihilating for the
commuting zero divisors inL(X).
Here are some more examples offering a context in which Theorem 2.6 can be applied.
Example 3.3. Consider the (commutative) Banach algebra L∞(X ,μ) where (X ,μ) is a measure space.
Fix a measurable subset X0 of X and let J be the set of all f ∈ L∞(X ,μ) such that f vanishes a.e. on
X0. ThenJ is an ideal in L∞(X ,μ). Let P be the subset of L∞(X ,μ) determined by the characteristic
functions vanishing a.e. on X0. ThenP is aJ-annihilating family of idempotents for the (commuting)
zero divisors in L∞(X ,μ). Note that f ∈ L∞(X ,μ) isJ-invertible if and only if the absolute value of f
is essentially bounded away from zero on X0. When X0 = X , one has the uninteresting caseJ = {0};
when X0 has measure zero,J is the full Banach algebra L∞(X ,μ).
In the previous example we touched upon the situation where the idealJ coincides with the full
Banach algebraB and (consequently)J-invertibility is an empty requirement. In such cases we will
drop the reference to the ideal altogether and simply write annihilating instead ofB-annihilating. So
a (non-empty) familyP of idempotents inB is called annihilating for the commuting non-zero divisors
in B if for each (ordered) pair a, b of elements in B with ba = ab = 0, there exist p, q ∈P such that
pa = b(e − p) = 0 and (e − q)b = aq = 0.
Example 3.4. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and letP be a family of idempotents inL(H). Then
P is annihilating for the commuting zero divisors in L(H) if and only if both {Ker P|P ∈P} and
{Im P|P ∈P} coincidewith the collection of all closed subspaces ofH. This is easy to see: for the if part,
employ Example 3.2; for the only if part, use that each closed subspace of H can be written both as
the null space and as the range of an idempotent inL(H). It is now clear that there is an abundance
of annihilating families of idempotents inL(H); the family of all orthogonal projections on H being
one of them. The sets {Ker P|P ∈P} and {Im P|P ∈P} are identical provided thatP is closed under the
operation of taking the complementary projection.
Example 3.4 of course applies to the ﬁnite dimensional case where H = Cn and L(H) can be
identiﬁed with the matrix algebra Cn×n. The orthogonal projections mentioned in the example then
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correspond to the selfadjoint idempotent n × n matrices. In the matrix situation situation there are
other structural properties that can be taken into account too.
Example 3.5. Let Cn×nU be a subalgebra of C
n×n
containing all upper triangular n × n matrices (so in
particular In, the n × n identity matrix). We shall make clear that the familyPU of all upper triangular
idempotents inCn×nU is annihilating for the commuting zero divisors inC
n×n
U . The key to the argument
is the following observation. If M is an n × n matrix, then there exists an invertible n × n matrices E
such that EM is an upper triangular idempotent, that is EM ∈PU . The reasoning is as follows. Via row
operations, bring M into reduced row echelon form. Then permute the rows in the echelon form in
such a way that the pivots appear on the diagonal. The resulting matrix P is clearly upper triangular
and easily seen to be idempotent (see [21] or [27]; cf., also [25], Section 3.2). Obviously P is of the
form P = EM with E an invertible matrix. Now let N be a subspace of Cn and let Q ∈ Cn×n be an
idempotent (not necessarily upper triangular) such that N = Ker Q . Choose an invertible n × nmatrix
E such that EQ is an upper triangular idempotent, i.e., EQ belongs toPU . Clearly Ker EQ = Ker Q = N.
Thus {Ker P|P ∈PU} coincides with the collection of all closed subspaces of Cn. Also the family PU is
closed under the operation of taking the complementary projection. But then Example 3.4 gives that
PU is annihilating for the commuting zero divisors in C
n×n
. Since PU ⊆ Cn×nU it follows that PU is
annihilating for the commuting zero divisors in Cn×nU as well.
Example 3.6. Let  be a non-empty index set and, for ω ∈ , let Hω be a non-trivial complex Hilbert
space. The usual norm onL(Hω) will be denoted by ‖.‖ω . LetA be the unital Banach algebra of all
functions A ∈∏ω∈L(Hω) such that
sup
ω∈
‖A(ω)‖ω < ∞. (11)
The algebraic operations in A are deﬁned point-wise, and the norm on A is given by the above
supremum. The boundedness condition (11) is of course trivially fulﬁlled when  is ﬁnite. If  is a
singleton we are back in the situation of Example 3.4.
Now letP be the set of all P ∈∏ω∈L(Hω) such that P(ω) is an orthogonal projection on Hω for
all ω ∈ . As orthogonal projections have norms atmost one, we haveP ⊂A. Using Example 3.4, one
veriﬁeswithout difﬁculty thatP is an annihilating family of idempotents for the commuting non-zero
divisors inA.
The special case of Example 3.6 where the spaces Hω have ﬁnite dimension (so thatL(Hω) can be
identiﬁed with the Banach algebra of square matrices of order dimHω) will be further investigated in
Section 5 below. It is also pertinent to the material presented in [10].
Our last example in this section sheds additional light on Theorem 2.6. In the situation of that
result, the number of elementary factors extracted in order to arrive at a functionwhich is everywhere
invertible is equal to the sum of the relevant pole orders. This is what happens when one can make
use of the step by step method applied in the proof of the theorem. In general, however, the situation
is different.
Example 3.7. Let C6×60 be the Banach subalgebra of C
6×6
consisting of the matrices of the type⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
u 0 0 0 0 0
x v 0 0 0 0
0 0 u 0 0 0
0 0 y w 0 0
0 0 0 0 v 0
0 0 0 0 z w
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
with u, v,w, x, y, z in C. For λ ∈ C, introduce
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F(λ) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
λ 0 0 0 0 0
λ − 1 λ 0 0 0 0
0 0 λ 0 0 0
0 0 λ − 1 λ 0 0
0 0 0 0 λ 0
0 0 0 0 λ − 1 λ
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Suppressing the variable λ, we have F = EP1,0EP2,0EP3,0 with idempotents P1, P2, P3 ∈ C6×60 given by
P1 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , P2 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
P3 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
So F is an elementary polynomial taking invertible values on C\{0}. The order of the origin as a pole
of F−1 is two. Nevertheless F cannot be written in the form F = E(1)E(2)G with E(1), E(2) elementary
functions based at the origin andwith G an entire function taking invertible values on all ofC. Assume
it can. Then we come to a contradiction by arguing as follows. Suppose the idempotents in C6×60
corresponding to E(1) and E(2) are Q (1) and Q (2), respectively. So
E(j)(λ) = I6 − Q (j) + λQ (j), λ ∈ C, j = 1, 2,
where I6 is the 6 × 6 identity matrix. Now introduce the block forms
Q (j) =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
Q
(j)
1
0 0
0 Q
(j)
2
0
0 0 Q
(j)
3
⎞⎟⎟⎠ (12)
with Q
(j)
1
,Q
(j)
2
,Q
(j)
3
lower triangular matrices of order 2 and, analogously,
G(λ) =
⎛⎝G1(λ) 0 00 G2(λ) 0
0 0 G3(λ)
⎞⎠ .
Then, for k = 1, 2, 3 and λ ∈ C, the lower triangular 2 × 2 matrix Gk(λ) is invertible and(
λ 0
λ − 1 λ
)
=
(
I − Q (1)
k
+ λQ (1)
k
) (
I − Q (2)
k
+ λQ (2)
k
)
Gk(λ)
where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. The left hand side assumes a non-zero value at the origin and its
inverse has a pole of order two there. It follows that the idempotents Q
(j)
k
cannot be equal to 0 or I.
Thus Q
(j)
k
is a non-trivial idempotent lower triangular 2 × 2matrix andmust therefore have one of the
following two forms:(
1 0
∗ 0
)
,
(
0 0
∗ 1
)
.
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But with these two possibilities for Q
(j)
k
, the right hand side of (12) can never be a member of C6×60 ,
and we have the desired contradiction. 
For further details about extraction of elementary factors, see [11].
4. Logarithmic residues of plain functions
In the ﬁrst part of this section, we review the necessary preliminaries on logarithmic residues. Also
we brieﬂy make the connection with earlier publications.
As before B stands for a unital Banach algebra. When F is a function with values in B, the left
logarithmic derivative of F is the function F ′(λ)F−1(λ), the right logarithmic derivative of F is given by
F−1(λ)F ′(λ). Both these functions aredeﬁnedandanalytic on the resolvent set of F . Logarithmic residues
ofF arecontour integralsof the (left or right) logarithmicderivativesof F . Theprecisedefinition involves
bounded Cauchy domains in C and their positively oriented boundaries (see, for instance, [28]). Here
it is. Let be a bounded Cauchy domain inC. The (positively oriented) boundary ofwill be denoted
by ∂. We writeA∂ (;B) for the set of allB-valued functions F with the following properties: F is
deﬁned and analytic on a neighborhood of the closure  =  ∪ ∂ of  and F takes invertible values
on all of ∂ (hence F−1 is analytic on a neighborhood of ∂). For F ∈A∂ (;B), the contour integrals
LRleft(F;)=
1
2π i
∫
∂
F ′(λ)F−1(λ)dλ,
LRright(F;)=
1
2π i
∫
∂
F−1(λ)F ′(λ)dλ,
are well-deﬁned. We call LRleft(F;) the left logarithmic residue and LRright(F;) the right logarithmic
residue of F with respect to .
The ﬁrst to consider vector-valued logarithmic residues was Mittenthal [24]. He made an attempt
(only partially successful, see [2]) to generalize the spectral theory of a single Banach algebra element
(i.e., the case where F(λ) = λe − bwith e the unit element inB and b ∈B). Logarithmic residues also
appear in the paper [17] by Gohberg and Sigal. The setting there isB =L(X)with X a complex Banach
space and F Fredholm operator valued. For functions of this type, Gohberg and Sigal introduced the
concept of algebraic (or null)multiplicity. It turns out that the algebraicmultiplicity of F with respect to
a given contour is equal to the trace of the corresponding (left/right) logarithmic residues (see also [15],
Section XI.9 and [12]). For analytic matrix functions, such a result was obtained in [23]. Logarithmic
residueswere further studied in [4–9] and [14]. For an overviewof the issues dealtwith in these papers,
see [9], Section 1.
It is convenient to introduce a local version of the concepts introduced above. Given a complex
number λ0, we letA(λ0;B) be the set of all B-valued functions F with the following properties:
F is deﬁned and analytic on an open neighborhood of λ0 and F takes invertible values on a deleted
neighborhood of λ0. For F ∈A(λ0;B), one can introduce
LRleft(F; λ0)=
1
2π i
∫
|λ−λ0|=ρ
F ′(λ)F−1(λ)dλ, (13)
LRright(F; λ0)=
1
2π i
∫
|λ−λ0|=ρ
F−1(λ)F ′(λ)dλ, (14)
where ρ is a sufﬁciently small positive number. The orientation of the integration contour |λ − λ0| = ρ
is, of course, taken positively, that is counterclockwise. Note that the right hand sides of (13) and (14)
do not depend on the choice of ρ. In fact, (13) and (14) are equal to the coefﬁcient of (λ − λ0)−1 in the
Laurent expansion at λ0 of the left and right logarithmic derivative of F at λ0, respectively. Obviously, in
the sense of the definitions given in the preceding paragraph, LRleft(F; λ0) is a left logarithmic residue
and LRright(F; λ0) is a right logarithmic residue of F . They are called the left logarithmic residue and right
logarithmic residue of F at λ0, respectively.
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In certain cases, the study of logarithmic residues with respect to bounded Cauchy domains can be
reduced to the study of logarithmic residues with respect to single points. The typical situation is as
follows. Let  be a bounded Cauchy domain, let F ∈A∂ (;B) and suppose F takes invertible values
on  except in a ﬁnite number of distinct points α1, . . . ,αn ∈ . Then
LRleft(F;)=
n∑
j=1
LRleft(F;αj), (15)
LRright(F;)=
n∑
j=1
LRright(F;αj). (16)
This occurs, in particular, when F−1 is meromorphic onwith a ﬁnite number of poles in, a state of
affairs that we will encounter in what follows.
This ﬁnishes the preliminary ﬁrst part of the section. In the remaining part we shall focus on
logarithmic residues of plain functions.
As was mentioned in Section 1 (Introduction), several instances are known where logarithmic
residues are sums of idempotents. On the other hand, Example 4.5 in [8] exhibits a logarithmic residue
not even belonging to the closed algebra generated by the idempotents. Our ﬁrst result in this section
should be viewed against this background. It shows that the plain functions occupy an intermediate
position: their logarithmic residues belong to the (possibly non-closed) subalgebra of the underlying
Banach algebra generated by the idempotents. In fact the following stronger result holds true.
Theorem 4.1. Let  be a bounded Cauchy domain in C, let F ∈A∂ (;B) and suppose F is plain on .
Then the logarithmic residues of F with respect to  are integer combinations of idempotents inB.
By definition, an integer combination of elements ofB is a linear combination ofmonomials in those
elements involving integer scalar coefﬁcients only.
Proof. We begin with some preliminary material. Let p ∈B be an idempotent, let b ∈B be arbitrary,
and consider the element p + pb(e − p). Clearly (p + pb(e − p))2 = p + pb(e − p), so p +
pb(e − p) is again an idempotent. Also s = e + pb(e − p) is invertible with inverse s−1 = e − pb(e − p)
and s(p + pb(e − p)) = ps. So p + pb(e − p) is similar to p. An analogous observation holds for p + (e −
p)bp.
Let q1, . . . , qm ∈B be idempotents and let a1, b1, . . . , am, bm be arbitrary elements in B. For k =
1, . . . ,m, introduce Lk = Lq1,...,qka1,b1,...,ak ,bk (inductively) as follows:
L1=q1 + q1a1(e − q1) + (e − q1)b1q1,
L2=q2 + q2L1q2 + (e − q2)L1(e − q2) + q2a2(e − q2) + (e − q2)b2q2,
.
.
.
Lm=qm + qmLm−1qm + (e − qm)Lm−1(e − qm) + qmam(e − qm) + (e − qm)bmqm.
Note that Lk = Lq1,...,qka1,b1,...,ak ,bk is an integer combination of 3k idempotents each ofwhich is equal or similar
to one of the idempotents q1, . . . , qk (cf., the observations in the ﬁrst paragraph).
Since the function F is plain on , it has only a ﬁnite number of points there where it takes a
non-invertible value. This enables us to reduce the situation to the local case, (15) and (16) being the
relevant identities in this context. So we consider the situation at a single point in , for simplicity of
notation assumed to be the origin.
In the definition of a plain function given in the Section 2 we have equivalence functions G and
H on both sides (left and right) of the elementary polynomial P. In Remark 2.4 it has been observed,
however, that one can do with one-sided equivalence, that is with just one equivalence function, at
the left or at the right as one desires. In fact, choosing here for the left version, there exist non-zero
idempotents q1, . . . , qm inB, a neighborhood of the origin and an analytic function G : →B such
that G has invertible values on  and
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F(λ) = G(λ)Eq1,0(λ) . . . Eqm ,0(λ), λ ∈ .
When m = 0, the functions F and G coincide on  and, the logarithmic residues being zero, there is
nothing to prove. So we assume thatm is positive. Restricting ourselves to the right version of the log-
arithmic residue, it is sufﬁcient to prove that there exist a1, b1, . . . , am, bm ∈B such that LRright(F;0) =
L
q1,...,qm
a1,b1,...,am ,bm
.
The argument goes by induction. Form = 1, the situation is simple. Indeed, for λ ∈ we have
F−1(λ)F ′(λ) = λ−1q1 + (e − q1 + λ−1q1)G−1(λ)G′(λ)(e − q1 + λq1)
= λ−1q1 + q1G−1(λ)G′(λ)q1 + (e − q1)G−1(λ)G′(λ)(e − q1)
+ λ−1q1G−1(λ)G′(λ)(e − q1) + λ(e − q1)G−1(λ)G′(λ)q1,
and, computing the coefﬁcient of λ−1, it follows that
LRright(F;0) = q1 + q1G−1(0)G′(0)(e − q1).
So we can take a1 = G−1(0)G′(0) and b1 = 0.
Next assume thatm is at least 2 and write F(λ) = F˜(λ)Eqm ,0 with
F˜(λ) = G(λ)Eq1,0(λ) . . . Eqm−1,0(λ), λ ∈ .
Then, for λ ∈ ,
F−1(λ)F ′(λ) = λ−1qm + (e − qm + λ−1qm )˜F−1(λ)˜F ′(λ)(e − qm + λqm)
= λ−1qm + qmF˜−1(λ)˜F ′(λ)qm + (e − qm )˜F ′(λ)˜F−1(λ)(e − qm)
+ qm
(
λ−1F˜−1(λ)˜F ′(λ)
)
(e − qm) + (e − qm)
(
λ˜F−1(λ)˜F ′(λ)
)
qm,
and from this one infers that LRright(F;0) is equal to
qm + qmLRright (˜F;0)qm + (e − qm)LRright (˜F;0)(e − qm) + qma(e − qm) + (e − qm)bqm,
where, for ρ a sufﬁciently small positive number,
a = 1
2π i
∫
|λ|=ρ
λ−1F˜−1(λ)˜F ′(λ)dλ, b = 1
2π i
∫
|λ|=ρ
λ˜F−1(λ)˜F ′(λ)dλ.
By induction hypothesis, we may assume that
LRright (˜F;0) = Lq1,...,qm−1a1,b1,...,am−1,bm−1 .
So with am = a, bm = b and Lm−1 = Lq1,...,qm−1a1,b1,...,am−1,bm−1 , the above expression for LRright(F;0) becomes
qm + qmLm−1qm + (e − qm)Lm−1(e − qm) + qmam(e − qm) + (e − qm)bmqm
and this is just L
q1,...,qm
a1,b1,...,am ,bm
. 
Remark 4.2. Elaborating on the above argument and anticipating on the proof of Theorem 5.1
we make the following comment. Suppose the idempotents q1, . . . , qn all belong to a (possibly non-
closed) two-sided idealJ inB. Then theelementsof the formLq1,...,qk
a1,b1,...,ak ,bk
are inJ too. Thisobservation
will play a role in the next section.
The following example corroborates Theorem 4.1. It is concerned with the special situation where
we have a ’pure’ elementary polynomial, i.e., a product of elementary functions based at a single point
(taken to be the origin for simplicity).
Example 4.3. Let p1, . . . , pn be non-zero idempotents in the Banach algebra B, and introduce P =
Ep1,0 . . . Epn ,0. Thus
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P(λ) =
n∏
j=1
(e − pj + λpj), λ ∈ C.
The left logarithmic residue LRleft(P;0) of P at the origin coincides with the coefﬁcient of λ−1 in the
Laurent expansion of the left logarithmic derivative of P at the origin. The latter is given by
P′(λ)P−1(λ) = 1
λ
n∑
m=1
Pm−1(λ)pmP−1m−1(λ), λ /= 0,
and it follows that LRleft(P;0) is the constant term in the Laurent expansion at the origin of the function∑n
m=1 Pm−1(λ)pmP
−1
m−1(λ). After carrying out the necessary computations (see [11], Example 8.2 for
details), one sees that LRleft(P;0) is given by
n∑
m=1
m−1∑
s,t=0
(−1)s+t
(
s + t
t
) ∑
1i1<i2<···<ism−1
1j1<j2<···<jtm−1
pj1pj2 . . .pjt pmpis . . .pi2pi1 . (17)
The outcome for the right logarithmic residue LRright(P;0) is
n∑
m=1
n−m∑
s,t=0
(−1)s+t
(
s + t
t
) ∑
ni1>i2>···>ism+1
nj1>j2>···>jtm+1
pj1pj2 . . .pjt pmpis . . .pi2pi1 . (18)
As (17) and (18) are integer combinations of the idempotents p1, . . . , pn, these expressions for the
logarithmic residues of P corroborate Theorem 4.1. The number of different monomials involved in
each of (17) or (18) is 1
3
(4n − 1) and so it grows fast when n becomes larger. However, in the casewhere
the idempotents p1, . . . , pn commute, things can be enormously simpliﬁed. Indeed, in that situation all
terms except the given idempotents themselves (corresponding to the values m = 1, . . . ,n; s = t = 0
of the summation indices) cancel each other, so that LRleft(P;0) = LRright(P;0) = p1 + · · · + pn. This
can also (and quickly) be seen from the fact that in the commutative case P′(λ)P−1(λ) = P−1(λ)P′(λ) =
λ−1(p1 + · · · + pn), λ /= 0.
Finally, Example 2.4 in [5] exhibits a situation where the left logarithmic residue
p1 + p2 − p1p2 − p2p1 + 2p1p2p1
of an elementary polynomial P of the form P = Ep1,0Ep2,0 (case n = 2) cannot be reduced to a sum of
idempotents. The underlying Banach algebra in the example is almost commutative in the sense that
it is a polynomial identity algebra. Thus the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 does not seem to be capable of
much improvement.
5. Regular spectral behavior of plain functions
Thenotionof spectral regularity has beendeﬁned in Section 1 (Introduction). Plain functions are not
always spectrally regular. This is clear from Example 4.6 in [4] which involves a plain function; see also
[14], featuring plain functions too. Thus extra structure is needed. At this point we ﬁnd inspiration in
the Fredholm case as brieﬂy discussed in Sections 1 and 2. In this case the ideal of ﬁnite rank operators
plays a role together with the associated standard trace.
LetJ be a (possibly non-closed) two-sided ideal in the Banach algebraBwhich is assumed to be
given throughout this section. By a trace onJwemean a (possibly non-continuous) linear functional
τ :J→ C satisfying the commutativity property
τ(ab) = τ(ba), a ∈J, b ∈B.
There are important examples where non-trivial traces do exist. One has already been mentioned in
the preceding paragraph. Another is concerned with the so called rotation C∗-algebras considered in
[13]. The tracial state, as it is called there, is even deﬁned on the full algebra itself (J =B). A third
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instance is provided by the polynomial identity Banach algebras. We shall come back to this in the
somewhat more general framework of Theorem 5.4 below. First, however, we make the connection
with logarithmic residues of plain functions.
Theorem 5.1. Assume τ is a trace on the two-sided idealJ inB. Let  be a bounded Cauchy domain in
C, let F ∈A∂ (;B) be plain on  and suppose F is represented in the form
F(λ) = G(λ)Ep1,α1 (λ) · · · Epn ,αn (λ)H(λ), λ ∈ , (19)
with α1, . . . ,αn points in  (not necessarily distinct), p1, . . . , pn non-zero idempotents in J and G,H :
→B analytic functions taking invertible values on . Then both the left and the right logarithmic
residue of F with respect to  belong toJ and, in addition, the following identities hold:
τ
(
LRleft(F;)
)
= τ
(
LRright(F;)
)
=
n∑
j=1
τ
(
pj
)
. (20)
Note that the conditions on the function F mean that it isJ-plain (see Section 2 for the definition).
Observe also that the sum of traces appearing in (20) is independent of the (generally non-unique)
representation (19) of F . When F is Fredholm operator valued (soB =L(X) with X a Banach space),
J is the ideal of ﬁnite rank operators, and τ is the ordinary trace onJ, the invariant given by (20)
has an interpretation in terms of the algebraic multiplicity in the sense of [17]. In fact, it is equal to
the sum of the algebraic multiplicities of F at the points α1, . . . ,αn. This can be seen by combining the
proofs of Theorem 5.1 above and Theorem 9.1 in [15], Chapter XI.
Proof. We ﬁrst focus on the local situation at a single point. Take α ∈ {α1, . . . ,αn} and let j1, . . . , jm be
the different integers j among 1, . . . ,n such that αj = α. As observed in Remark 2.4 we can write F in
the form
F(λ) = Ĝ(λ)Eq1,α(λ) . . . Eqm ,α(λ), λ ∈ ,
where q1, . . . , qm are non-zero idempotents inB similar to pj1 , . . . , pjm respectively, and Ĝ takes invert-
ible valuesonanopenneighborhoodofα. Fromtheproof of Theorem4.1weknowthat for appropriately
chosen a1, b1, . . . , am, bm ∈B
LRright(F;α) = Lq1,...,qma1,b1,...,am ,bm . (21)
Here (and below) we employ the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Now consider the elements L
q1,...,qk
a1,b1,...,ak ,bk
, k = 1, . . . ,m. These belong to J (see Remark 4.2), so in
particular LRright(F;α) is inJ. Via a simple induction argument one proves that
τ
(
L
q1,...,qk
a1,b1,...,ak ,bk
)
=
k∑
i=1
τ(qi), k = 1, . . . ,m.
The reasoning uses the following identities holding for arbitrary elements b ∈B and idempotents
p ∈J:
τ(pb(e − p)) = τ((e − p)pb) = τ(0) = 0,
τ((e − p)bp) = τ(p(e − p)b) = τ(0) = 0,
τ(pbp + (e − p)b(e − p)) = τ(pb + (e − p)b) = τ(eb) = τ(b).
Since qi is similar to pji , we have τ(qi) = τ(pji ), and we get
τ
(
L
q1,...,qk
a1,b1,...,ak ,bk
)
=
k∑
i=1
τ(pji ), k = 1, . . . ,m.
Combining this identity (for k = m) with (21), one obtains
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τ
(
LRright(F;α)
)
= τ
(
L
q1,...,qm
a1,b1,...,am ,bm
)
=
m∑
i=1
τ(pji ) =
n∑
j=1
αj=α
τ (pj).
So far for the local situation. To make the step to the global level, note that F takes invertible values
on \{α1, . . . ,αn}. Hence
LRright(F;) =
∑
α∈{α1,...,αn}
LRright(F;α),
and it is clear that LRright(F;) belongs toJ. Also
τ
(
LRright(F;)
)
=
∑
α∈{α1,...,αn}
τ
(
LRright(F;α)
)
=
∑
α∈{α1,...,αn}
⎛⎜⎜⎝ n∑
j=1
αj=α
τ (pj)
⎞⎟⎟⎠ ,
and the second identity in (20) follows.
For the ﬁrst identity in (20) we argue as follows. From Remark 2.4 we know
F(λ) = Er1,α1 (λ) . . . Ern ,αn (λ)Ĥ(λ), λ ∈ ,
where Ĥ takes invertible values on all of  and with r1, . . . , rn similar to p1, . . . , pn, respectively. An
argument analogous to the one given above yields
τ
(
LRleft(F;)
)
=
n∑
j=1
τ(rj).
To ﬁnish the proof, note that τ(rj) = τ(pj), j = 1, . . . ,n. 
The next result shows that traces of logarithmic residues ofJ-plain functions satisfy a logarithmic
property.
Corollary 5.2. Let be a bounded Cauchy domain inC and suppose τ is a trace on the two-sided idealJ
inB. If F1 and F2 inA∂ (;B) areJ-plain on, then the point-wise product F1F2 of F1 and F2 isJ-plain
on  too and
τ
(
LRleft(F1F2;)
)
= τ
(
LRleft(F1;)
)
+ τ
(
LRleft(F2;)
)
.
The identity remains true when the left logarithmic residue is replaced by the right logarithmic
residue.
Proof. By Remark 2.4, the functions F1 and F2 can be written in the form
F1(λ)=G(λ)Ep1,α1 (λ) · · · Epn ,αn (λ), λ ∈ ,
F2(λ)=Eq1,β1 (λ) · · · Eqm ,βm (λ)H(λ), λ ∈ ,
with α1, . . . ,αn,β1, . . . ,βm ∈ ,G,H : →B analytic functions taking invertible values on all of, and
p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qm ∈J. Theorem 5.1 then gives
τ
(
LRleft(F1;)
)
=
n∑
j=1
τ(pi), τ
(
LRleft(F2;)
)
=
m∑
k=1
τ(qk). (22)
For the product F1F2, we have (suppressing the variable λ)
F1F2 = GEp1,α1 . . . Epn ,αnEq1,β1 . . . Eqm ,βmH.
Hence F1F2 isJ-plain on  and, again utilizing Theorem 5.1,
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τ
(
LRleft(F1F2;)
)
=
n∑
j=1
τ(pj) +
m∑
k=1
τ(qk). (23)
To ﬁnish the argument, combine (22) and (23). 
We need another definition before we can state our main result. LetT be a non-empty family of
traces on the two-sided idealJ. We will say thatT is resolving for the idempotents inJ or, brieﬂy,
J-resolving, if the situation where p1, . . . , pn are idempotents inJ and τ(p1 + · · · + pn) = 0 for every
trace τ inT can only occur when pj = 0, j = 1, . . . ,n.
Theorem 5.3. LetT be a family of traces on the two-sided idealJ inB and assumeT isJ-resolving.
Let  be a bounded Cauchy domain in C and let F inA∂ (;B) be J-plain on . Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(a) F takes invertible values on all of ;
(b) LRleft(F;) = 0;
(c) τ
(
LRleft(F;)
) = 0 whenever τ ∈T.
Recall from Theorem 5.1 that LRleft(F;) ∈J, so statement (c) makes sense. Theorem 5.3 is stated
in terms of the left version of the logarithmic residue but of course it is also valid for the right
variant.
Proof. The implications (a) ⇒ (b) and (b) ⇒ (c) are trivial. So we concentrate on (c) ⇒ (a). Suppose
(a) does not hold andwrite F as in (19)with n a positive integer and p1, . . . , pn non-zero idempotents in
J. By assumption, the familyT of traces isJ-resolving. Hence τˆ (p1 + · · · + pn) /= 0 for some τˆ ∈T.
But then, using (20) and the linearity of the trace τˆ , it follows that τˆ
(
LRleft(F;)
)
/= 0, and we see that
(c) is not satisﬁed. 
Momentarilywe shall comment on Theorem 5.3, but ﬁrst wewish to show that there are important
Banach algebras having a resolving families of traces even for the underlying ideal being the full algebra
itself. Specializing to this case (J =B) we say that a non-empty familyT of traces onB is resolving
if the situation where p1, . . . , pn are idempotents inB and τ(p1 + · · · + pn) = 0 for every trace τ inT
can only occur when pj = 0, j = 1, . . . ,n. A sufﬁcient condition forT to be resolving is that τ(p) 0
for all idempotents p ∈B and each τ ∈T, while τ(p) = 0 for every τ ∈T (if and) only if p = 0. This
is used in the proof of the next theorem for which we now prepare with some definitions.
By a matrix representation of B we mean a unital Banach algebra homomorphism from B into a
matrix algebraCn×n. So μ is a matrix representation ofB if there exists a positive integer nμ such that
μ :B→ Cnμ×nμ is a linear andmultiplicative functionmapping theunit element e inB intoμ(e) = Inμ .
Continuity of μ is not required (but see Remark 5.5 below). LetM be a (non-empty) family of matrix
representations μ :B→ Cnμ×nμ ofB. We say thatM is a sufﬁcient family of matrix representations for
B if an element a ∈B is invertible inB if (and only if) μ(a) is invertible for each μ ∈M. We do not
require the collection of integers nμ with μ fromM to be bounded (as is done in [19], Chapter 22; see
also [19], Chapter 29, (open) Problem 12).
Theorem 5.4. Each unital Banach algebra possessing a sufﬁcient family of matrix representations has a
resolving family of traces.
As polynomial identity Banach algebras possess a sufﬁcient family of matrix representations (see
[19], Chapter VI), they have a resolving family of traces as well.
Proof. SupposeM is a (non-empty) sufﬁcient family of matrix representations for B. Take μ ∈M.
Then μ :B→ Cn×n for some n = nμ depending on μ, μ is linear and multiplicative, and μ maps the
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unit element e inB into In, the n × n identity matrix. Now, for b ∈B, let τμ(b) be the trace of the n × n
matrix μ(b). Then, obviously, τμ :B→ C is a trace on B. IntroducingT = {τμ|μ ∈M}, we obtain a
non-empty family of traces onB. Let p be an idempotent inB. If μ ∈M, then μ(p)2 = μ(p2) = μ(p).
Thus μ(p) is an idempotent matrix and so its trace is equal to its rank. In particular τμ(p) 0. Now
assume τμ(p) = 0 whenever τ ∈M. Each μ inM sends p into an idempotent matrix μ(p) with zero
trace, that is into the zero matrix of appropriate size. But then μ(e − p) = μ(e) − μ(p) = μ(e) is an
identity matrix, hence invertible. Since the familyM is sufﬁcient, it follows that e − p is invertible.
From p(e − p) = 0, it is now clear that p = 0, as desired. 
Remark 5.5. Expanding on Theorem 5.4 we note that the resolving family can be chosen in such a
way that it consists of continuous traces. Here is an outline of the argument. First one shows that
there is no loss of generality in assuming that the matrix representations in the given sufﬁcient fam-
ily are surjective. For this one employs Burnside’s theorem which says that every proper algebra of
matrices (over an algebraically closed ﬁeld) has a non-trivial invariant subspace (see [20]). The null
spaces of surjective matrix representationes are maximal ideas, hence closed. But then the matrix
representations in question are continuous, and so are the traces associated with them.
Returning to Theorem5.3wenote that the implication (b) ⇒ (a) concerns regular spectral behavior.
So the theorem identiﬁes, in terms of the trace condition (c), a class of spectrally regular functions.
How does it relate to other such classes?
The ﬁrst thing that comes to mind is that Theorem 5.3 has the result on Fredholm operator valued
functions alluded to in the introduction as a special case. To see this, takeB =L(X)with X a complex
Banach space, letJ be the ideal of ﬁnite rank operators on X , and letT be the singleton family having
the usual trace for ﬁnite rank operators as its only element.
A second observation is that Theorem 5.3 can be combined with Theorem 5.4 so as to obtain
a regular spectral behavior result for plain functions with values in a Banach algebra possessing a
sufﬁcient family of matrix representations. However, this is nothing new and, in fact, weaker than
Theorem 4.1 in [4] which states that every analytic function (plain or not) with values in a Banach
algebra possessing a sufﬁcient family of matrix representations is spectrally regular.
Still we claim that Theorem 5.3 identiﬁes a new class of spectrally regular functions. To justify
this claim we need to show that there are Banach algebras having a resolving family of traces but not
possessing a sufﬁcient family of matrix representations. Such Banach algebras indeed exist. In fact, the
following special case of Example 3.6 is one.
Example 5.6. Let  be a non-empty index set and let m : → N be a function. Here N stands
for the set of positive integers. Let A = m∞ be the unital Banach algebra of all functions
A ∈∏ω∈Cm(ω)×m(ω) such that A(ω) ∈ Cm(ω)×m(ω) for all ω ∈ while, in addition,
sup
ω∈
‖A(ω)‖m(ω) < ∞.
Here ‖.‖m(ω) is the usual Hilbert space norm onCm(ω)×m(ω). The algebraic operations inA are deﬁned
point-wise, and the norm ‖.‖A onA is given by the above supremum. Forω ∈ , let τω(A) be the trace
of them(ω) ×m(ω) matrix A(ω). Then τω is a trace onA. If P is an idempotent inA, then obviously
τω(P) 0. Also P = 0 whenever τω(P) vanishes for all ω ∈ . It follows that T = {τω|ω ∈ } is a
resolving family of traces forA.
The Banach algebraA = m∞ is a polynomial identity algebra if and only if
sup
ω∈
m(ω) < ∞. (24)
This is the reasoning. Suppose the supremum in (24) ism and  is a polynomial in a ﬁnite number of
non-commuting variables such that  annihilates Cm×m, and hence all algebras Cm(ω)×m(ω), then 
annihilatesA (see [1] or [19], Chapter VI for a concrete instance of such a polynomial). Next assumeA
is a polynomial identity algebra and let be a polynomial in a ﬁnite number, k say, of non-commuting
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variables such that  annihilatesA. This polynomial clearly also annihilates all algebras Cm(ω)×m(ω).
But then, necessarily (see [22] or [19], Theorem 20.2), k must be larger than or qual to 2m(ω). Since
this holds for all ω ∈ , the supremum in (24) cannot exceed k/2.
Polynomial identity algebras have sufﬁcient families of matrix representations. Hence the Banach
algebraA = m∞ has a sufﬁcient family ofmatrix representations provided that (24) is satisﬁed. It does
not, however, when supω∈m(ω) = ∞. This much more intricate fact is established in [10].
From Example 3.6 we know that m∞ has a family of idempotents which is annihilating for the
commuting non-zero divisors in m∞. Thus Theorem 2.6 applies (with the idealJ there taken to be the
full algebra so thatJ-invertibility is an empty requirement).
6. Closing remarks
We close by making a connection with a question which has been open from the start of the series
of publications [3–9]. Let us call a unital Banach algebraB spectrally regular if each analyticB-valued
function is spectrally regular. From [4], Proposition 5.1 we know that a necessary condition forB to be
spectrally regular is thatB has only trivial zero sums of idempotents. By this we mean that a sum of
idempotents inB can only vanish if all the idempotents in question vanish individually. Example 3.1
in [3] features a non-zero trivial sum involving ﬁve projections on a separable Hilbert space. It follows
thatL(2) is not spectrally regular. However, this is essentially the only concrete example of a Banach
algebra failing to be spectrally regular that we know. Now the long standing open question referred
to above is the following: if a unital Banach algebraB has only trivial zero sums of idempotents, does it
follow thatB is spectrally regular? Here is a modest positive result in this direction.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose the Banach algebra B has only trivial zero sums of idempotents. Let  be a
bounded Cauchy domain in C and assume F ∈A∂ (;B) has a simply meromorphic resolvent on , i.e.,
the resolvent F−1 of F has only poles of order one on . Then, if LRleft(F;) or LRright(F;) vanishes, the
function F takes invertible values on all of D.
As was noted before, the assumption on the resolvent of F implies that F is plain on .
Proof. Let α1, . . . ,αn be the different poles of F
−1 in. In otherwords α1, . . . ,αn are the different points
inwhere F does not take an invertible value. For j = 1, . . . ,n, write pj = LRleft(F;αj). As αj is a pole of
F−1 of order one, pj is a non-zero idempotent (see [8], Proposition 2.1). Using (15) we see that
LRleft(F;) = p1 + · · · + pn.
Assuming that LRleft(F;) = 0 we get p1 + · · · + pn = 0. But then our hypothesis on B implies that
p1 = · · · = pn = 0, and we have a contradiction unless n = 0. However, the latter means that F takes
invertible values on all of . This covers the case LRleft(F;) = 0. The situation where LRright(F;)
vanishes can be treated in the same way. 
In spite of Proposition 6.1 we conjecture that the answer to the question posed above is negative.
A counterexample would involve a Banach algebra B such that on the one hand B has only trivial
zero sums of idempotents while on the other there exists an analytic B-valued function which is
not spectrally regular. Observe now that a Banach algebra which has a resolving family of traces can
only have trivial zero sums of idempotents. This is immediate from the definition a resolving family of
traces. Thus a possible strategy for ﬁnding an example of the desired typewould be to look for a Banach
algebraB which on the one hand has a resolving family of traces while on the other hand there is a
(necessarily non-plain) analyticB-valued function that fails to be spectrally regular. In other words,
one should look for a situation showing that Theorem 5.3 is not true without the condition that the
given function be plain. At ﬁrst sight Example 5.6 involving the Banach algebra m∞ is a candidate but
this approach does not work because on closer inspection m∞ turns out to be spectrally regular. The
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proof of this is given in ([10]) and features some new aspects of the part of non-commutative Gelfand
theory involving sufﬁcient families of matrix representations.
One ﬁnal remark. Amplifying on what has been said in the ﬁrst paragraph of this section, we recall
that Example 4.6 in [4] features a function (deﬁnedonanon-connecteddomain)which is not spectrally
regular. The function inquestion isplain.Amoresophisticatedexample (involvingaconnecteddomain)
is given in [14], but it involves a plain function too. So far we have not been able to ﬁnd other instances
of functions lacking spectral regularity.
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